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It is rather shameful that bulk of certain imported items which should ordinarily reach the country through 
normal channels is largely smuggled to save the customs duties and other import tariffs. A study by the 
Model Customs Collectorate (NCC) Preventive, Karachi, has revealed alarming statistics for Pakistan in 
this matter. The MCC investigated 13 commodities prone to smuggling in Pakistan for the fiscal year 2014 
and concluded that 11 of these were severely impacted due to illegal trade. Approximately, 50 percent of 
the demand for tyres was, for instance, met through illegal channels. Around 47 percent of the demand 
for tea was fed through smuggling. The share of smuggled mobile phones in the total demand stood at 50 
percent while the rest was procured through formal imports, as the country does not domestically produce 
cellular phones. The share of smuggled television sets stood at 57 percent, while the rest of the demand 
was met through domestic production (37 percent) and imports (6 percent). The share of smuggled auto 
parts in the total demand also stood at 57 percent while domestic production, imports and counterfeit 
constituted 18 percent, 16 percent and 9 percent of the demand. The prevailing demand for steel sheets, 
vehicles, fabrics, diesel, cigarettes and plastic granules was also met by smuggling to the extent of 10 
percent, 12 percent, 17 percent, 33 percent, 3.0 percent and 11 percent, respectively.  
 
Though this report was last updated in May 2015 by the MCC Preventive, Karachi and we have no 
reason to believe that the magnitude of smuggling has changed much since then, the statistics contained 
in the study reveal a horrible picture of the working of the economy, particularly its external sector. Certain 
sad aspects of this illicit practice are especially noteworthy. Since certain items like tyres, television sets 
and vehicles are quite bulky, the smuggling across the borders cannot be carried out without the 
connivance of officers and other staff posted at the points of entry into the country. This means 
widespread corruption in the Department which must be removed to decrease the level of smuggling. The 
counterfeits selling in the market in the garb of smuggled goods by unscrupulous elements in the market 
is pure robbery and exploitation of the unsuspecting customers. Another depressing factor is that the 
smuggling-to-GDP ratio in Pakistan is not only significantly higher than other countries in the region but is 
also higher when compared to countries having a similar GDP. As the report notes, “the smuggling-to-
GDP ratio for the 11 commodities investigated under the study accounts for 3.88 percent of the country’s 
total GDP and 9.46 percent of the total tax collected by the FBR”. It means that our GDP and tax 
collections would have been much higher if the country had succeeded in preventing smuggling. This evil 
phenomenon does not only hurt growth and reduces government revenues but also affects adversely 
business activity, employment level and exchange rate of the currency as foreigners engaged in 
smuggling into our country would like to receive foreign exchange for their merchandise and effort. The 
abuse of smuggling is also a reflection on our character and level of integrity as smugglers over time get 
used to this criminal practice and do not care whether they are earning their livelihood through honest 
means or not. Hopefully, government authorities would like to analyse the reasons behind smuggling and 
implement some concrete measures to stop this supply chain as this illegal practice is clearly a menace to 
the economy.  
 
 
 
 


